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ABSTRACT
Horizontally curved bridges have been observed to be susceptible to deck unseating during the
past major earthquakes. The excessive in-plane torsion of the deck is the main cause of such a
failure, which is significantly affected by the curvature of the bridge and its non-uniform mass and
stiffness distributions. This paper investigates the capability of semi-active control method to limit
the in-plane torsion of the deck of horizontally curved bridges subjected to bi-directional ground
accelerations and thereby preventing the deck from unseating from its supports. For this purpose,
a three-degree-of-freedom nonlinear model has been developed that is capable of representing the
key dynamic features of the rigid-body motion of the deck of horizontally curved bridges. The
radial and azimuthal shear forces of the columns and their interactions are modeled by a biaxial
bilinear hysteresis model. The control forces are applied to the deck through variable fluid viscous
dampers (VFVDs) at the corners of the deck along the radial and azimuthal axes. A Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) clipped optimal control algorithm has also been used to optimize and
calculate the damping ratios of these dampers. The numerical results show that those horizontally
curved bridges that have higher curvatures require larger damping forces to reduce the torsion of
the deck. The dampers installed in the radial direction are more effective in controlling the torsion
of the deck than those installed in the azimuthal direction.
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ABSTRACT
Horizontally curved bridges have been observed to be susceptible to deck unseating during the past
major earthquakes. The excessive in-plane torsion of the deck is the main cause of such a failure,
which is significantly affected by the curvature of the bridge and its non-uniform mass and stiffness
distributions. This paper investigates the capability of semi-active control method to limit the inplane torsion of the deck of horizontally curved bridges subjected to bi-directional ground
accelerations and thereby preventing the deck from unseating from its supports. For this purpose, a
three-degree-of-freedom nonlinear model has been developed that is capable of representing the key
dynamic features of the rigid-body motion of the deck of horizontally curved bridges. The radial
and azimuthal shear forces of the columns and their interactions are modeled by a biaxial bilinear
hysteresis model. The control forces are applied to the deck through variable fluid viscous dampers
(VFVDs) at the corners of the deck along the radial and azimuthal axes. A Linear Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) clipped optimal control algorithm has also been used to optimize and calculate the
damping ratios of these dampers. The numerical results show that those horizontally curved bridges
that have higher curvatures require larger damping forces to reduce the torsion of the deck. The
dampers installed in the radial direction are more effective in controlling the torsion of the deck than
those installed in the azimuthal direction.

Introduction
Horizontally curved bridges are one of the most commonly-used types of bridges in urban
transportation networks due to their curved geometry that fulfils the demand for aesthetic and
space-compatible design criteria in dense urban areas [1–4]. These types of bridges, however, have
proven to be vulnerable to seismic damage because of their irregular geometry, similar to other
types of irregular bridges such as skew bridges [5–9]. These irregular bridges show uncertain and
complicated dynamic behaviors during strong earthquakes compared to bridges with regular
geometries such as straight bridges [1,2]. Post-earthquake observations on seismic damage to
horizontally curved bridges during past major strong earthquakes have revealed that deck
unseating is one of the most prevalent modes of failure among these types of bridges which is
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caused primarily by the excessive in-plane torsion of the deck [3,10,11]. Therefore, it is critical to
equip horizontally curved bridges with seismic protection and control devices to control their
torsional response, thereby decreasing the risk of deck unseating. However, few studies have
investigated the capability of such technologies to reduce the seismic response of horizontally
curved bridges [12–16]. This paper investigates feasibility of using variable fluid viscous dampers
(VFVDs) for limiting the in-plane torsion of horizontally curved bridges deck and for preventing
the deck from unseating from its supports when subjected to a bi-directional ground acceleration.
The dissipative forces of these dampers are controlled by a semi-active controller designed on the
basis of the clipped optimal control algorithm. The advantage of this study over the previous
studies is that it proposes an analytical model that can be easily exploited for identifying the key
parameters involved in controlling the in-plane torsion of horizontally curved bridges deck.
Mathematical Modeling of the Control System
Fig. 1 shows the 3DOF dynamic model developed to describe the in-plane rigid body motion of
the deck of a horizontally curved bridge and the semi-active control dampers utilized to limit such
a motion under a bi-directional ground acceleration. The details on this dynamic model can be
found in the previous publications of the authors [1–3].

Figure 1. Mathematical modeling of the control system; (a) 3DOF dynamic model of a horizontally curved
bridge (plant) and (b) block diagram of the closed-loop (feedback) control system.

Force-Displacement Model of the Columns
The force-displacement model of ith column (i=1, 2, …, ns) is nonlinear and can be written into the
following matrix form,

Fsi  K si U si  H si

(1)

where Fsi={fsri,fsϕi,fsθi}T is the force vector in which fsri and fsϕi are the radial and azimuthal shear
forces and fsθi is the torsional moment as shown in Fig.1 (a); Usi={usri,usϕi,usθi}T is the displacement
vector; Ksi=diag(αsriksri,αsϕiksϕi,ksθi) is the post-yield stiffness matrix; Hsi(t)={hsri,hsϕi,0}T is the

hysteresis force vector where hsri=(1-αsri)fysrizsri and hsϕi=(1-αsϕi)fysϕizsϕi in which fysri and fysϕi are
the radial and azimuthal yield forces, respectively, and zsri and zsϕi are the dimensionless hysteresis
variables given by the following coupled nonlinear first-order differential equations as per the
Wang-Wen biaxial hysteresis model [17],

zsri 
zsi 





As u sri  | u sri || z sri |ns 1 [s   ssgn(u sri z sri )] | u si || z si |ns 1 [s   ssgn(u si z si )]s z sri
d ysri





As u si  | u si || zsi |ns 1 [s   ssgn(u si zsi )] | u sri || z sri |ns 1 [s   ssgn(u sri z sri )]s z si

(2)

d ysi

where dysri and dysϕi are the radial and azimuthal yield displacements; As, ns, γs, and βs are
dimensionless parameters that control the shape and size of the hysteresis loop; ηs is a binary
parameter that controls the biaxial interaction between the radial and azimuthal hysteresis
behaviors of the column (i.e. ηs=0: no-interaction and ηs=1: interaction); and sgn(.) denotes the
sign function. These parameters are selected in such a way that they represent an ideal bilinear
hysteresis model with a biaxial coupled behavior along the r- and ϕ-axes [1,3]: As=1, ns=25,
γs=βs=0.5, and ηs=1.
Force-Displacement Model of the VFVDs
The force-displacement model of ith VFVD (i=1, 2, …, nd) can be described by fdi=cdiu̇di where u̇di
is the velocity of the damper piston and cdi is the damping coefficient that varies by the command
voltage vci (0 V<vci<vcmax) through the following function representing the mechanism of the
direct-drive servo-valve used in the VFVD [18],
cdi  cdmin  (cdmax  cdmin )exp(d vcid )

(3)

where μd and ηd are constants; and cdmin and cdmax are the damping coefficients at the full-open
(vci=vcmax) and full-closed (vci=0 V) valve position, respectively. These VFVDs have a fail-safe
feature because they operate with their highest level of damping in the case of power loss as their
direct-drive servo-valves remain full-closed when vc=0 V [18].
Equation of Motion
The in-plane rigid body motion of the deck controlled by the VFVDs is described by the following
equation,

MUo  CUo  KUo  Hs  ΛFd  MUg

(4)

where Uo={uox,uoy,uoθ}T, U̇o={u̇ox,u̇oy,u̇oθ}T, and Üo={üox,üoy,üoθ}T are the relative displacement,
velocity, and acceleration vectors of the curvature center of the deck, respectively, and
Üg={ügx,ügy,0}T is the ground acceleration vector. The rest of the matrices and vectors used in Eq.
4 are defined as follows [1–3]:
a) M is the mass matrix of the bridge defined as,

 M
M   0
 My m

My m 
M
0 
0
I o 
0

(5)

where M is the mass of the deck and Io is the rotational moment of inertia of the deck about the zaxis passing through the curvature center of the deck.
b) K is the post-yield stiffness matrix of the bridge defined as,


K sxx

K
K sxy
 K s rs sin s


K sxy
K syy
 K s rs cos s

K s rs sin s 

 K s rs cos s 
 K s rs2  K s 

(6)

where rs and ϕs are the r- and ϕ-coordinates of the post-yield stiffness center of the columns,
respectively; Ksxx, Ksxy, Ksyy, and Ksϕ are the post-yield longitudinal, cross-coupled, transverse,
and azimuthal translational stiffnesses of the bridge, respectively; and Ksθ is the post-yield
torsional stiffness of the bridge about the post-yield stiffness center of the deck. The details on
calculation of these stiffnesses coefficients can be found in [1,3].
c) C is the damping matrix that is defined by Rayleigh damping method as follows,

C

2
 13M  K 0 
1  3

(7)

where K0 is the pre-yield stiffness matrix of the bridge (K0=K when αsri=αsϕi=1 and i=1,2, …, ns);
ω1 and ω3 are the natural circular frequencies of the first and third modes of the bridge computed
on the basis of K0; and ξ=2.5% is the critical damping ratio of the bridge.
d) Hs={hsx, hsy, hsθ}T is the total hysteresis force vector of the columns in which hsx, hsy, and hsθ
are defined as follows,
ns

ns

ns

i 1

i 1

i 1

h sx   h sri cos si  h si sin si , h sy   h sri sin si  h si cos si , and h s   h si rsi

(8)

e) Fd={fd1,fd2,…, fdnd}T is the force vector of the VFVDs and Λ is a 3×nd matrix representing the
location and orientation of the VFVDs as shown in Fig.1(a) defined as follows,
 cos(d1   d1 )

Λ   sin(d1   d1 )

 rd1 sin  d1

cos(d2   d2 )
sin(d2   d2 )
rd2 sin  d2

cos(dnd   dnd ) 

sin(dnd   dnd ) 

rdnd sin  dnd 

(9)

Semi-Active Controller Design
The linearized form of the equation of motion, obtained by putting K=K0 and Fd=Fact in Eq. 4, is
used to describe its state-space form as follows,

Xs  As Xs  Bs Fact  Es Ug

(10)

Ym  Cm Xs

(11)

Yr  Cr Xs

(12)

where Xs={Uo,U̇o}T is the state vector; Fact={fact1,fact2,…, factnd}T is the force vector of the active
actuators substituted for the semi-active dampers; As is the system matrix, 6×6; Bs is the input
matrix, 6×nd; and Es is the disturbance matrix, 6×3. These matrices are defined as follows,
 033
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I 33 
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,
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(13)

in which 0 and I are null and identity matrices, respectively. In Eqs. 11 and 12, Ym is the vector of
the measured response (output); Yr is the vector of the regulated response; and Cm=Cr=I6×6
implying that the state vector of the system is ideally and fully measurable without any noise. The
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) optimal control method is used to calculate the command
voltage applied across the direct-drive servo-valves of the VFVDs. The active control force Fact is
obtained by minimizing the following quadratic cost function [19,20],
tf

T
J c    YrT QYr  Fact
RFact  dt

(14)

0

where Q is a 6×6 positive semi-definite matrix and R is a positive definite nd×nd matrix. The
solution to this optimal control problem considering the constraints represented by Eqs. 10, 11,
and 12 is Fact=−KlqrYm in which Ym is the output from the nonlinear model represented by Eq. 4
and Klqr is the control gain matrix defined as,

K lqr  R 1BT P

(15)

where P is the Riccati matrix which can be obtained by solving the following equation with the
assumption that P remains constant over the time interval [0 tf] [19],

PA  AT P  PBR 1BT P  Q  0

(16)

where Q and R are defined as follows,
Q

1 q d K 0
2  0

0 
and R  qr Ind nd
q v M 

(17)

where qd, qv, and qr are weighting coefficients for controlling the deck displacement, deck velocity,
and actuator forces, respectively. The desired control force facti produced by the ith active actuator
cannot always be generated by the ith VFVD because the damper force fdi is dissipative and can
only be varied by the command voltage vci. Therefore, the clipped-optimal control algorithm is
used to induce ith VFVD to try to generate the desired control force facti as follows [21],

vci  v c max H(i ) , i  [f acti (t)  f di (t  1)]f di (t  1)

(18)

where H(.) denotes the Heaviside function defined as H(.)=0.5[1+sgn(.)]. Eq. 18 implies that if
|facti(t)|>|fdi(t-1)| and facti(t)×fdi(t-1)>0, the command voltage applied to the direct-drive servo-valve
is set to zero (vci=0 V) to keep the valve at full-closed position to induce the damper to generate
the maximum level of its damping. Otherwise, the command voltage is increased to its maximum
level at vci=vcmax to keep the valve at full-open position that reduces the damping to its minimum
level. Fig. 1(b) shows block diagram of the semi-active control system including the plant
(horizontally curved bridge), the control device (VFVDs), and the controller implemented in
SIMULINK. The feedback of the control force from the control device is delayed by one time step
to avoid algebraic loop in the simulation of the semi-active control system.

Figure 2. Drawing details of the horizontally curved bridge prototype; (a) plan, (b) longitudinal cross
section, (c) transverse cross-section, (d) cross-section of the columns, and (e) bilinear forcedisplacement model of the columns [1,3,22].

Numerical Results and Discussion
The proposed analytical model is used to study the rigid body motion of the deck of a horizontally
curved bridge prototype and to demonstrate the capability of the proposed semi-active control
system to limit the in-plane torsion of the deck. Fig. 2 shows the structural drawing of the bridge

prototype that is a pre-stressed RC horizontally curved bridge consisting of a box-girder deck and
four single-column bents monolithically connected to the deck. The main geometrical and dynamic
parameters of the bridge prototype are [1,22]: M=2893.9 tons, Io=2693×105 ton.m2, ym=299.003
m, rs=300.721 m, and ϕs=π/2. This bridge is equipped by eight VFVDs (nd=8) installed at the
corners of the deck of which four are radial (i.e. γdi=0 in matrix Λ in Eq. 9 for i=1, 3, 5, and 7) and
the other four ones are azimuthal (i.e. γdi=π/2 in matrix Λ in Eq. 9 for i=2, 4, 6, and 8). The key
parameters in designing the semi-active controller are the weighting coefficients, i.e. qd, qv, and
qr, used in Q and R matrices in Eq. 17. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that qd=qv=10+a
and qr=10−b. Fig. 3 shows the sensitivity of the rotation, angular velocity, and angular acceleration
of the deck of the bridge porotype to “a” and “b” under the x- and y- components of the ground
acceleration record of the 1995 Kobe earthquake. It is clear that the increase in “a” and “b”
decreases the rotation and the angular velocity of the deck but increases the angular acceleration
because of the action of the dampers. Since the main objective of the controller is to limit the
rotation of the deck, it is assumed that a=b=8 as indicated on Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Sensitivity of the torsional response of the bridge prototype to parameters “a” and “b” under the
1995 Kobe earthquake; (a) rotation, (b) angular velocity, and (c) angular acceleration of the deck.

The designed controller is utilized to assess the effectiveness of the VFVDs in reducing the rotation
of the deck. This assessment is carried out for these four cases: (1) r-OFF, ϕ-OFF (Uncontrolled);
(2) r-ON, ϕ-OFF; (3) r-OFF, ϕ-ON; and (4) r-ON, ϕ-ON (Fully Controlled) where x-ON and xOFF designate that all the VFVDs along the x-axis are kept in and out of the control circuit,
respectively. Fig. 4(a) shows time history of the rotation of the deck under the 1995 Kobe
earthquake for these four control cases. It is seen that the rotation of the deck is dramatically
reduced when the VFVDs along both the r- and ϕ-axes are fully in action (Case 4) compared to
the case when they all are kept out of the control circuit (Case 1). Furthermore, it is seen that the
rotation of the deck in Case 2 is smaller than that in Case 3 implying that the VFVDs along the raxis are more effective in reducing the rotation of the deck than those along the ϕ-axis. Figs. 4(b)
and (c) show force-displacement hysteresis curve of Column #1 along the r- and ϕ-axes for all the
cases. It is seen that this column remains within the elastic range of its hysteresis behavior in Case
4 when the deck is fully controlled, as expected. Fig. 5 compares force-displacement and forcevelocity hysteresis curves of VFVD #1 and #2 in Case 2, 3, and 4. Table 1 shows the maximum
absolute values of the rotation and angular acceleration of the deck under the x- and y- components
of the ground acceleration records of three earthquakes including the 1971 San Fernando, 1995
Kobe, and 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes for the four control cases. It is seen that the VFVDs
increase the angular acceleration of the deck in both Case 2 and 4 compared to Case 3, despite the
decrease in the rotation of the deck. The increase in the angular acceleration is higher in Case 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Response of the bridge prototype under the 1995 Kobe earthquake; (a) time history of the rotation
of the deck, (b) and (c) force-displacement hysteresis curves of Column #1 along the r- and ϕ-axes.
(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis curves of VFVD #1 and VFVD #2 under the
1995 Kobe earthquake; (a) and (b) VFVD #1 along the r-axis; (c) and (d) VFVD #2 along the ϕaxis.

Table 1. Maximum absolute values of the rotation and angular acceleration of the deck.

Control Mode

Controlled

Uncontrolled
r-ON, ϕ-OFF
r-OFF, ϕ-ON
r-ON, ϕ-ON

1971 San Fernando
max(|uoθ|) max(|üoθ|)
(deg.)
(deg./s2)
0.034
0.978
0.024
3.546
[−29%]
[+262%]
0.062
2.443
[+82%]
[+150%]
0.004
2.239
[−88%]
[+129%]

1995 Kobe
max(|uoθ|) max(|üoθ|)
(deg.)
(deg./s2)
0.045
0.888
0.032
2.883
[−29%]
[+219%]
0.058
1.890
[+29%]
[+113%]
2.143
0.004
[+141%]
[−91%]

(a)

(c)

max|uoθ| (deg.)

(b)

1989 Loma Prieta
max(|uoθ|) max(|üoθ|)
(deg.)
(deg./s2)
0.044
0.903
0.021
2.348
[−52%]
[+160%]
0.042
1.747
[−4%]
[+93%]
0.003
1.669
[−93%]
[+85%]

Figure 6. Relationship between the maximum absolute value of the rotation and the subtended angle of the
deck of the horizontally curved bridge prototype assuming that rs=ym (i.e. symmetric model), under
the (a) 1971 San Fernand, (b) 1995 Kobe, and (c) 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes.

The performance of the semi-active control system in reducing the rotation of the deck is assessed
for different subtended angles of the deck of the bridge prototype while assuming that the length
of its deck remains constant, i.e. L(β)=const. It is also assumed that the stiffness center of the
bridge prototype matches the mass center, i.e. rs=ym=299.003 m and ϕs=π/2. Fig. 6 shows the
maximum absolute value of the rotation of deck versus β under the x- and y- components of the
ground acceleration records of the 1971 San Fernando, 1995 Kobe, and 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquakes for the four control cases. It is seen that the rotation of the deck increases with the
increase of β in all the cases. This increase in Case 4 is much smaller than those in the other cases.
The rotation of the deck in Case 2 is smaller than that in Case 3 for all the subtended angles.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the VFVDs along the r-axis outperform those along the ϕ-axis.
Conclusions
This paper investigates the capability of semi-active control method to limit the in-plane torsion
of the deck of horizontally curved bridges subjected to bi-directional ground accelerations to avoid
deck unseating failure in these types of bridges. The numerical results show that horizontally
curved bridges with higher curvatures have higher torsional demand and need dampers with larger
damping forces. The dampers installed at the corners of the deck along the radial axis are more
effective in controlling the torsion of the deck than those installed along the azimuthal axis.
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